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ICAM1 antibody drug conjugates exert potent antitumor
activity in papillary and anaplastic thyroid carcinoma

Peng Zhang,1,2,3,13 Changjuan Tao,2,3,4,13 Takaya Shimura,5 Andrew C. Huang,6 Nana Kong,6 Yujie Dai,6

Shili Yao,7 Yun Xi,8 Xing Wang,9 Jianmin Fang,10,14,* Marsha A. Moses,11,12,14,* and Peng Guo3,14,15,*

SUMMARY

Treatment options for anaplastic thyroid cancer (ATC) and refractory papillary
thyroid carcinoma (PTC) are limited and outcomes remain poor. In this study,
we determined via bioinformatic expression analyses and immunohistochemistry
staining that intercellular adhesion molecule-1(ICAM1) is an attractive target for
ATC and PTC. We designed and engineered two ICAM1-directed antibody-drug
conjugate (I1-MMAE and I1-DXd), both of which potently and selectively ablate
multiple human ATC and PTC cell lines without affecting non-plastic cells
in vitro. Furthermore, I1-MMAE and I1-DXd mediated a potent tumor regression
in ATC and PTC xenograft models. To develop a precision medicine, we also
explored magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a non-invasive biomarker detec-
tion method to quantitatively map ICAM1 antigen expression in heterogeneous
thyroid tumors. Taken together, this study provides a strong rationale for the
further development of I1-MMAE and I1-DXd as promising therapeutic candi-
dates to treat advanced PTC and ATC.

INTRODUCTION

Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine malignancy diagnosed worldwide with 586,202 new cases

and 43,646 new deaths in 2020.1 Thyroid cancer has been the third most prevalent cancer among females

in United States in 2022.2 Thyroid cancer can be classified into differentiated thyroid cancer (papillary thy-

roid cancer and follicular thyroid cancer), poorly differentiated thyroid carcinoma, and anaplastic thyroid

carcinomas (ATC), while papillary thyroid cancer (PTC) represents the most common subtype of thyroid

cancers, accounting for over 85% of all cases. To date, standard chemotherapy has limited efficacy in

advanced PTC and ATC. Approximately 10% of advanced PTC patients relapse, develop radioactive iodine

resistance and distant metastases leaving limited therapeutic options. ATC, as one of the most aggressive

cancers, is almost uniformly lethal with a median overall survival (OS) time of 3–6 months and a 5-year sur-

vival rate of less than 5%,3 highlighting a significant unmet need for improving the clinical outcomes of

advanced PTC and ATC patients.

Recent therapeutic strategies have employed kinase inhibitors such as sorafenib and lenvatinib as the main

targeted treatment for advanced PTC patients. However, neither trial of these two therapeutics showed a

statistically significant difference in overall survival.4,5 Though BRAF inhibitors with or without MEK inhibitor

have been used to treat BRAF-mutated thyroid cancers,6,7 only a small subset of ATC patients carries a

BRAFV600E (20–30%) and may benefit. For these reasons, an urgent and unmet clinical need exists to

discover drug targets and more effective targeted therapeutics for advanced PTC and ATC.

Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) are an emerging therapeutic modality demonstrating promising efficacy

against various refractory and metastatic solid tumors including gastric and certain breast cancers. For

example, trastuzumab deruxtecan, a HER2-targeted ADC, improved the median overall survival by

6.6 months in HER2-low metastatic breast cancer patients in comparison with standard chemotherapy in

the Phase III DESTINY-Breast04 clinical trial.8 Such ADC consists of a monoclonal antibody (mAb) conju-

gated to a cytotoxic agent (payload) via a cleavable chemical linker in response to tumor microenviron-

ments, providing a therapeutic advantage by selectively killing tumor cells while sparing normal tissues

from collateral damages.9 Moreover, ADCs can readily overcome acquired drug resistances by switching

their payloads to other cytotoxic agents with different mechanisms of actions such as from microtubule
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inhibitors (e.g., MMAE) to DNA topoisomerase inhibitors (e.g., DXd). Currently, there is no clinically effec-

tive ADCs for advanced PTC and ATC owing to the lack of effective targets.

Intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM1) is a transmembrane glycoprotein receptor located on the cell

surface. Previous studies have revealed that ICAM1 played an important role in tumor carcinogenesis,

tumorigenesis and initiation of tumor metastasis.10 The upregulation of ICAM1 expression was reported

in several malignancies, including aggressive thyroid cancer,11–13 triple-negative breast cancer,14 and

pancreatic cancer.15 Previous study also revealed that higher ICAM1 expression indicated poor prognosis

and was significantly correlated with tumor aggressiveness markers in thyroid cancer, including BRAF mu-

tation, lymph node metastasis, and poorly differentiation.12,13 Notably, Jin et al. developed a series of

CAR-T cell therapy targeting ICAM1 that exhibited therapeutic efficacy against multiple solid tumors

including advanced ATC in animal models and CAR-T cell therapy targeting ICAM1 has entered phase I

clinical trial (clinical trial information: NCT04420754).13,16–18 In this study, we performed an unbiased bio-

informatic screening with systematic drug target evaluation to identify ICAM1 as a rational ADC target

for advanced PTC and ATC. Two proof-of-concept ICAM1 ADCs were developed by utilizing different

cleavable linkers and cytotoxic payloads with different anticancer mechanisms and therapeutic efficacy

was quantitatively evaluated and compared in vivo. Moreover, we utilized a magnetic resonance (MRI)-

based molecular imaging approach to noninvasively identify target positive tumors suitable for ADC ther-

apy,15 representing an opportunity to develop a precision medicine for PTC and ATC therapy.

RESULTS

Identification of ICAM1 as a potential ADC target for advanced PTC and ATC

We obtained gene expression date from Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

geo/); the GEO accession number is GSE3467, GSE33630, and GSE50901. A total of 183, 330, and 172 dif-

ferential expressed genes (DEGs) (|logFC|>1.8 and adjust p value < 0.05) were identified from GSE3467,

GSE33630, and GSE50901, respectively (Figures 1A and S1A) and 47 DEGs were screened out from all 3

datasets as shown in Figure 1A. To further explore the interactions among proteins encoded by common

identified DEGs, a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was constructed according to the STRING

database (Figure S1B). Subsequently, the top 10 DEGs with higher degrees were screened and selected

as hub genes with Cytoscape plug-in cytohubba (Figures 1B and S1C). Among these hub genes, ICAM1

ranked first in five calculations methods (Figures 1B, S1C and Table S1).

The overexpression of ICAM1 in PTC was further validated using a TCGA dataset (505 thyroid cancer pa-

tients and 59 normal patients) and ATC samples. The transcriptomic expression level of ICAM1 was signif-

icantly increased in thyroid cancer tissues in comparison with normal thyroid tissues (Figure 1C). We

also found that the tall-cell variant (TCV) of papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC), as more aggressive

subtype of PTC with poorer prognosis, exhibited a higher expression level of ICAM1 than conventional

PTC (p = 1.62e-12, Figure 1D). Importantly, the expression level of ICAM1 also significantly increased

with lymph node metastasis (N0 vs. Normal: p = 1.62e-12, N1 vs. N0: p = 7.98e-4; Figure 1E), indicating

it may be a potential drug target for advanced thyroid cancers. It is important to note that ICAM1 expres-

sion was similar between male and female patients (p = 0.672, Figure 1F). Thyroid differentiation, which

plays a central role in thyroid cancer progression, was evaluated using a thyroid differentiation score

(TDS) designed by the expression level of 16 thyroid metabolism and function genes (Table S2).19 In the

TCGA thyroid cancer cohort, ICAM1 expression level was significantly negatively correlated with TDS

(Spearman R = �0.51, p = 5.12e-36, Figure 1G), indicating that ICAM1 overexpression represents a poorer

disease differentiation associated with worse clinical outcomes. ICAM1 expression level also positively cor-

relates with Ki67 levels, a classic cell proliferation marker (Spearman R = 0.44, p = 7.5e-36, Figure 1H).

Furthermore, multiple studies including the TCGA study revealed that nonoverlapping alterations within

MAPK signaling pathway dominated in thyroid cancer and that mutant BRAF, RAS, RET fusions contributed

to approximately 80% of known alterations in PTCs.20 Therefore, the MAPK pathway is a key molecular

pathway associated with the onset and progression of thyroid cancer. The MAPK Pathway Activity

Score (MPAS), which aggregated gene expression measurements from 10 highly conserved MAPK tran-

scription targets (Table S2), could represent the extent of pathway activity better than single genemutation

status.21 The ICAM1 expression level was significantly positively associated with MPAS (Spearman R = 0.61,

p = 3.5e-53, Figure 1I). Consistently, the thyroid cancer patients with ICAM1-high expression exhibit a

significantly worse disease-free survival (DFS) (log rank p = 0.025, Figure 1J) in comparison with those

with ICAM1-low expression. Subsequently, the ICAM1 overexpression was also validated in the ATC
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GEO datasets (GSE33630, GSE53072, and GSE65144). ICAM1 was overexpressed in all ATC GEO datasets

(Figure S2B). Notably, ICAM1 mRNA levels in ATC samples were significantly high than PTC and normal

thyroid in the same GEO dataset (GSE33630) (Figure S2C).22 To validate aforementioned transcriptomic

findings at the protein level, we performed an IHC staining of ICAM1 in tissue microarray (TMA). The

IHC results revealed that immunostaining of ICAM1 was predominantly membranous staining (Figure 2A).

Normal thyroid tissue samples had no/low expression of ICAM1. All of ATC overexpressed ICAM1. As is

shown in Figure 2B, the IHC H-score in ATC was significantly higher than that of PTC and normal thyroid

tissue (PTC vs.Normal: p < 0.001; ATC vs. PTC: p = 0.029). These findings confirmed and extended previous

study13 that ICAM1 was a potential target candidate for advanced PTC and ATC.

Figure 1. ICAM1 was identified as an attractive target for PTC and ATC

(A) Venn diagram of differentially expressed genes in PTC gene expression profiling datasets.

(B) Hub genes identified by cytoscape with Edge Percolated Component (EPC) method.

(C) Boxplots compare ICAM1 mRNA levels via thyroid cancer to normal thyroid tissue.

(D) Boxplots compare ICAM1 mRNA levels via normal thyroid tissue, classical PTC to tall PTC.

(E) Boxplots compare ICAM1 mRNA levels via normal thyroid tissue, absence of lymph node metastasis to presence of lymph node metastasis.

(F) Boxplots compare thyroid cancer ICAM1 mRNA levels via male to female.

(G–I) Spearman correlation analysis between ICAM1 mRNA expression and thyroid differentiation score (G), Ki67(H) and MAPK pathway activity score (I).

(J) Kaplan-Meier analysis of disease free survival of thyroid cancer patients according to different ICAM1 levels in TCGA cohort. Students’ T test was

employed in (C–E); ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 2. ICAM1 is overexpressed in thyroid cancer

(A) Representative images of IHC staining of ICAM1 in human normal thyroid tissue, PTC and ATC.

(B) Boxplots compare H-score of ICAM1 IHC via normal thyroid tissue, PTC to ATC; Bar graphs are shown as mean G SD. One-way ANOVA was employed;

*p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.

(C) Heatmap of membrane proteins expression in human thyroid cancer cells.

(D) Representative flow cytometry plots showing ICAM1 expression in PTC (BCPAP, IHH4, TPC-1), ATC (8505C, TCO1, ASH3) cell lines and normal 293T cell.

(E) IF staining of ICAM1 in PTC and ATC cells.
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To compare ICAM1 with other established targets for thyroid cancer, we performed a quantitative and un-

biased screening of 16 thyroid cancer-related antigens in four human PTC and ATC cell lines (BCPAP, IHH4,

8505C, and TCO1). As depicted in the heatmap (Figure 2C), the common top 5 most overexpressed anti-

gens in at least 3 cell lines were identified as ICAM1, PD-L1, TROP2, and MUC1 (Table S3) with ICAM1

emerging as the uniformly overexpressed candidate in all four screened PTC and ATC cell lines (Figure 2D).

We also quantified the surface density of ICAM1 as 412,023 (8505c); 263,176(TCO1); 194,993(IHH4);

42,211(BCPAP); 21,514(ASH3); and 19,948(TPC1), respectively (Figure 2D). In comparison, ICAM1 expres-

sion of normal human epithelial 293T was undetectable (Figure 2D). The ICAM1 overexpression on the

cytoplasmicmembrane was directly visualized on human PTC and ATC cells by immunofluorescent staining

(Figures 2E and 2F).

Given that antigen-mediated internalization can directly impact ADC therapeutic efficacy and is consid-

ered as a requisite for ADC targets,23 we evaluated antigen-mediated internalization of ICAM1 antibody

via two independent approaches: time-dependent flow cytometry and IF staining. The IF staining imaging

showed that the fluorescent PE-conjugated ICAM1 antibodies initially bound on cytoplasmic membrane of

PTC (IHH4) and ATC (8505C) cells at the 10 min incubation time, and were gradually internalized into the

endosomes and lysosomes of PTC and ATC cells via antigen-mediated endocytosis with incubation time

(Figure 3A). We next quantified internalization curves of ICAM1 antibodies in human thyroid cancer cells

by flow cytometry (Figure 3B). At 4 h post-incubation, internalization rates of ICAM1 antibodies reached

a plateau of 27.4% (BCPAP), 19.4% (IHH4), 32.1% (8505C), and 25.9% (TCO1) in human thyroid cancer cells,

respectively. These findings demonstrate that ICAM1 can be potentially used as a drug delivery target for

developing ADCs for advanced PTC and ATC.

Design and synthesis of ICAM1 ADCs with different linkers and payloads

Various ADC linker and payload combinations have been clinically approved for treating solid tumors, yet

no quantitative analysis of their efficacy has been conducted in PTC and ATC. To identify the optimal ADC

formulation for advanced PTC and ATC, we engineered two ICAM1 ADCs by conjugating monoclonal

ICAM1 antibodies with two clinically proven chemical linker and payload combinations: MC-Vc-Pab-

MMAE or MC-GGFG-DXd (Figure 4A).24 Both of these are enzyme-cleavable in cell endosomes/lysosomes

upon internalization. DARs of I1-MMAE and I1-DXd were 4 and 8, respectively.

We next determined the in vitro cytotoxicity of I1-MMAE and I1-DXd by quantifying their half maximum

inhibitory concentrations (IC50) in human thyroid cancer cells. For PTC cells (IHH4 and BCPAP), the IC50

of I1-MMAE were determined as 1.69 G 0.31 nM and 68.6 G 11.2 nM, whereas I1-DXd exhibit a similar

IC50 of 2.48 G 0.88 nM and 54.1 G 19.4 nM, respectively. Both ICAM1 ADCs also exhibited similar IC50

in ATC cells (TCO1 and 8505C), which IC50 were determined as 15.59 G 4.18 nM and 7.35 G 1.45 nM for

I1-MMAE. It is noteworthy that the IC50 of I1-MMAE was significantly lower than paclitaxel in all four thyroid

cancer cells treated, which is currently recommended to treat advanced thyroid cancer by NCCNguideline.

Non-neoplastic 239T cells were selected as an ICAM1-negative control and I1-MMAE and I1-DXd did not

show any cytotoxicity in 293T cells due to the lack of ICAM1 expression.

ICAM1 ADCs exhibit high tumor-specificity and limited biodistribution

We evaluated the tumor specificity and biodistribution of ICAM1-ADCs by in vivo NIR fluorescent

imaging as previously reported by us.25 Subcutaneous ATC tumor (8505C) bearing mice were injected

with near-infrared fluorescent dye Cy5.5 labeled anti-human I1-MMAE (I1-MMAE-Cy5.5) and non-targeting

IgG conjugated with Cy5.5 (IgG-Cy5.5) at an equivalent dosage of 5 mg/kg and animals were imaged at

48 h post-injection in vivo. As is shown in Figures 5A–5C, the tumor accumulation of I1-MMAE-Cy5.5 was

approximately 2.2-fold higher than non-targeting controls, which precisely matched the ex vivoNIR images

of excised tumors. These results suggest that I1-MMAE-Cy5.5 selectively recognize and bind thyroid tu-

mors in vivo relative to the non-targeting group (IgG-Cy5.5). In addition, we also examined the bio-

distribution of vital organs (brain, heart, lung, spleen, liver, and kidney). As is shown in Figures 5 B and

5D, the accumulation of I1-MMAE-Cy5.5 in six normal organs was similar to the non-targeting IgG-Cy5.5

group, where liver is a major off-tumor accumulation site for ICAM1 ADCs.

Therapeutic potential of ICAM1 ADCs in PTC and ATC

Weutilized two subcutaneous xenograft mousemodels for PTC (IHH4 cell) and ATC (8505C cell) to evaluate

the in vivo efficacy of ICAM1-ADCs. Treatment with I1-MMAE or I1-DXd was initiated at the intravenous (i.v.)
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dosage of 5 mg/kg/week via tail vein injection. Separate subgroups of tumor-bearing mice were treated

with PBS (sham) or ICAM1 antibody alone or paclitaxel as controls at same dosage and schedule. In the

PTC mouse model, both I1-MMAE and I1-DXd showed significant and durable tumor regression in every

animal tested throughout the duration of the experiment (Figure 6). The mean tumor size of terminal tumor

in I1-MMAE and I1-DXd groups were significantly smaller than those of PBS groups (p = 0.003; p = 0.001;

respectively). The mean tumor size in I1-DXd group was also slightly smaller than those of I1-MMAE group,

but this difference was not significant (p = 0.469). The mean tumor weight in each group were quantified as

0.76 G 0.51 g (PBS), 0.79 G 0.45 g (ICAM1 antibody), 0.58 G 0.18 g (paclitaxel), 0.15 G 0.07 g (I1-MMAE),

Figure 3. PE-conjugated ICAM1 antibodies was significantly internalized by PTC and ATC cells

(A) Internalization curve of ICAM1 in PTC and ATC cells quantified by flow cytometry.

(B) Representative images of IF staining of ICAM1 internalization in different time point (0min, 30min, 60min, 120min, 240min) in PTC cell (IHH4) and ATC cell

(8505C).
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and 0.07 G 0.02 g (I1-DXd), respectively (Figure 6C). No obvious bodyweight difference was observed

among the five treatment groups (Figure 6D), suggesting that ADCs were well tolerated.

We observed a similar efficacy of I1-MMAE and I1-DXd in a more aggressive ATC model generated from

8505C cells. The tumor size significantly shrank by over 95% and 89% after I1-DXd and I1-MMAE treatment

(p < 0.001; p < 0.001; respectively). Strikingly, 20% of ATC tumors were completely eradicated upon I1-

MMAE or I1-DXd treatments (Figure 6E), whereas I1-DXd exhibit an improved efficacy in comparison

with I1-MMAE (p = 0.777). No significant body weight loss in each group was observed (Figure 6H). Based

on these in vivo efficacy results, we selected I1-DXd as the optimized ICAM1 ADC formation for advanced

PTC and ATC therapy. To evaluate the potential systemic toxicity of ADC, the major organs in 8505C

Figure 4. In vitro anti-tumor cytotoxicity analysis of ICAM1-ADCs

(A) Schematic illustration and chemical structures of ICAM1-ADC linkers and warheads.

(B–F) in vitro cell growth inhibitory activity in BCPAP(B), IHH4(C), 8505C(D), TCO1(E), and 293T cell (F), The cells were

treated with ICAM1 antibody, I1-MMAE, I1-DXd paclitaxel and vemurafenib (in BRAF mutation cells). Each point

represents the mean and SD (n = 3).
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subcutaneous tumor model, such as heart, lung, kidney, liver, spleen, and kidney were analyzed after HE

staining. As shown in Figures 6G and S3C, no obvious difference in the morphology of these organs

were observed among groups. Besides, no necrosis or degenerative changes were identified in I1-DXd

Figure 5. Tumor-specificity and biodistribution of ICAM1-ADC in nude mice

(A) in vivo NIR fluorescent images of nude mice at 48h after the administration of IgG-Cy5.5 or I1-MMAE-Cy5.5.

(B) Representative ex vivo NIR fluorescent images of six major organs including brain, lung, heart, spleen, liver, and

kidney.

(C) Quantified tumor accumulation of IgG-Cy5.5 or I1-MMAE-Cy5.5; Students’ T test was employed to compare

difference; *p < 0.05.

(D) Quantified normal major organ accumulation of IgG-Cy5.5 or I1-MMAE-Cy5.5.
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Figure 6. ICAM1-ADCs eradicate PTC and ATC tumors in vivo

(A) Tumor progression in subcutaneous IHH4 tumors by tumor volume measurement by caliper.

(B) Tumor mass at endpoint of subcutaneous IHH4 tumors were quantified by weight.

(C) Mouse body weights of subcutaneous IHH4 tumors.

(D) Tumor progression in subcutaneous 8505C tumors by tumor volume measurement by caliper.

(E) Tumor mass at endpoint of subcutaneous 8505C tumors were quantified by weight.

(F) Mouse body weights of subcutaneous 8505C tumors.

(G) H&E staining of main organs, including heart, lung, liver, spleen, and kidney. Scale bar equals to 20 mm.

(H) blood chemistry parameters (ALT, AST, ALP, and Cre) measured when treated mice were sacrificed in different groups. One-way ANOVA was employed

to compare tumor volume in different groups; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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group and I1-MMAE group. The serum biochemical parameters were quantified to further evaluate the

toxicity of ADC. As is shown in Figures 6H and S3D, liver function (ALT, AST, ALP, and TB) and kidney func-

tion (Cre and BUN) were all within normal ranges in I1-DXd group and I1-MMAE group, indicating no

evident off-target effects in vivo.

Noninvasive intratumoral biomarker evaluation by MRI

To build a precision medicine for thyroid cancer, we also developed an MRI-based molecular imaging

approach to noninvasively and quantitatively detect intratumoral ICAM1 antigen evaluation.14 We con-

structed an ICAM1-targeted MRI probe by conjugating ICAM1 antibody with DTPA-Gd, a clinically used

MRI contrast agent. The non-targeting IgG-Gd was prepared as a negative control. ICAM1-Gd/IgG-Gd

were administered into 8505C tumor-bearing mice at an intravenous dosage of 5 mg/kg (n = 5 per group).

At pre-injection and 24 h post-injection of MRI probes, we performed in vivo MRI on tumor-bearing mice

with a set of MRI sequences (Figure 7A). As is shown in Figure 7B, the signal/noise ratio (SNR) of post-in-

jection increased 50.24% in comparison with the pre-injection SNR in ICAM1-Gd group (9.6%, p =

0.013), whereas no significant SNR changes was observed in the non-targeting IgG-Gd group. Since

SNR changes positively correlates with intratumoral antigen expression, this MRI-basedmolecular imaging

approach can be potentially used to identify ICAM1-positive patients whomight benefit from ICAM1-ADC.

DISCUSSION

There is a rapidly increasing incidence of thyroid cancer in recent decades. Although most well-differenti-

ated thyroid cancers are highly treatable, there are no effective therapies against advanced radioactive

Figure 7. Assessment of ICAM1-expressing thyroid cancer by noninvasive MRI

(A) Schematic diagram of subcutaneous tumor model injected 8505C at Day 0, receiving ICAM1-Gd or IgG-Gd at 28 days

post tumor inoculation (N = 5 per group) with MRI performed at Day29.

(B) Quantitative changes of MRI signal-to-noise ratio in thyroid cancer. Bar graphs are shown as mean G SD. Students’ T

test was employed; *p < 0.05.

(C) Representative in vivo T1-and T2-weighted MR images of mice bearing subcutaneous tumor received ICAM1-Gd and

IgG-Gd. The yellow arrows represent tumor.
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iodine-resistant PTC.26 The oral multi kinase inhibitors (sorafenib, Lenvatinib et al.) only improved progres-

sion-free survival instead of overall survival.4,5 In addition, ATC do not respond to conventional treatments

and lead to poor survival. These aggressive thyroid cancer subtypes represent an important unmet medical

challenge and there is an urgent need to develop new treatment strategy for these patients.

To address this challenge, here we identified and evaluated ICAM1 as a promising ADC target for

advanced PTC and ATC via bioinformatical analysis, unbiased target antigen screen and IHC. In addition,

we engineered different ADC targeting ICAM1 and demonstrated their anti-thyroid cancer activity in vitro

and in vivo. To our knowledge, this study is the first report to demonstrate the anti-tumor activity in vivo of

ADC in thyroid cancer (PTC and ATC). We also designed a noninvasive MRI probe (ICAM1-Gd) as a preci-

sion medicine approach for thyroid cancer. Given the high specificity of ICAM1 in thyroid cancer and excel-

lent anti-tumor activity in vivo, this study strongly supports these ICAM1-ADCs were promising targeted

therapeutic candidates for devastating advanced PTC and ATC.

ICAM1 is a cell surface glycoprotein, belonging to the Ig superfamily. An ICAM1-targeted CAR-T showed

potent anti-tumor activity against thyroid cancer in preclinical study.13 Treatment of solid tumors with

CAR-T cells is facingmultiple complex obstacles, such as trafficking T cells to the tumor sites, the infiltration

into hostile tumor microenvironment and immune-related toxicities.27 On the other hand, ADCs have

demonstrated clinically approved efficacy against multiple refractory and heterogeneous solid tumors

owing to their superior tumor infiltration, unique bystander killing effect and higher tumor-selective po-

tency, thus we selected ADC as our strategy to develop ICAM1-targeted therapeutic for advanced thyroid

cancers.

In this study, we first demonstrated the overexpression of ICAM1 in PTC and ATC in different methods.

High expression of ICAM1 is also a significant negative prognostic factor in thyroid cancer as demonstrated

by TCGA data. Moreover, ICAM1 is significantly negatively associated with thyroid differentiation

score, which is designated by TCGA working group with 16 genes.19 The expression of ICAM1 in tall-cell

variant (TCV) of PTC, as more aggressive subtype of PTC with a poor prognosis, is significantly higher

than conventional PTC. The aforementioned data suggest that ICAM1 plays a potential role in the thyroid

differentiation, aggressive phenotype, and prognosis. Next, we generated I1-MMAE-Cy5.5 to evaluate or-

gan biodistribution of ICAM1-ADC. The results showed the I1-MMAE-Cy5.5 was not preferable in brain,

lung, liver, heart, kidney, and targeted in tumor. We also synthesized a tumor-targeted molecular MRI

contrast agent, which was constructed by the conjugation of Gd-DTPA to ICAM1. In the in vivo MRI study,

the images on the 7.0T MR scanner showed that the tumor was enhanced clearly by Gd-DTPA-ICAM1. The

analysis of quantitative changes of SNR in Gd-DTPA-ICAM1 was significantly higher than Gd-DTPA-IgG.

The molecular probe Gd-DTPA-ICAM1 provides a clinically applicable diagnostic modality for precision

therapy in thyroid cancer therapy.

ADCs have emerged as a new attractive treatment modality in oncology especially after the recent suc-

cess of DS-8201 in HER2-amplified multi-cancers.28–31 In this study, we designed two ADCs targeting

ICAM1, with different cytotoxic agents (payload) and linker. Both ADCs shows objective anti-tumor ac-

tivity in vivo and in vitro. The payload DXd as a DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor, and MMAE as a micro-

tubule inhibitor, are clinically utilized ADC warheads. These two warheads manifest different intracellular

processing and anti-tumor mechanism. Previous studies compared the activity of cell-free DNA topo-

isomerase I inhibitor (SN-38 and DXd) and revealed that DXd had a lower IC50 in treating cancer cells

(IC50: 2.78umol/L, 0.31umol/L, respectively).32 The SN-38 had shown excellent anti-tumor efficacy in

PTC and ATC in previous studies in vivo and in vitro.33–36 The IC50 of SN-38 in 8505C was reported as

11.2–186.3 nM.33,34 Besides, irinotecan, converted to its active metabolite SN-38, had shown anti-tumor

efficacy in an insular thyroid carcinoma patient (who was resistant to doxorubicin and paclitaxel) in a case

report.37 DXd, with a better anti-tumor activity than SN-38, was firstly reported to shown anti-tumor ef-

ficacy in PTC and ATC in this study. MMAE, as the most commonly used cytotoxins in nearly one-third of

clinical ADCs, was membrane-permeable and could improve response rate through bystander killing ef-

fect, with an IC50 of approximately 1 nM for all of the cell lines used. The results revealed the lower IC50

of MMAE in comparison with DXd in vitro. We also tested the anti-tumor activity of ICAM1-ADC in vivo

and found both ICAM1 ADCs had significant advantages over conventional chemotherapy (paclitaxel).

The mean tumor size in I1-DXd group was smaller than I1-MMAE group, but the difference was not

significant.
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In this study, we determined the potential of ICAM1 as a promising ADC target for advanced PTC and ATC

by quantitatively determining its tumor specificity, tumor expression level, receptor-mediated internaliza-

tion, ADC efficacy, and MRI-guided molecular imaging. We report here the first demonstration of anti-tu-

mor efficacies of two ICAM1-ADCs in preclinical models of ATC and PTC. Moreover, we also developed an

MRI-based molecular imaging probe Gd-DTPA-ICAM1 to guide ICAM1 ADC as a precision medicine.

Owing to these encouraging experimental evidence, ICAM1-ADCs warrant further clinical investigations

as promising ADC candidates for thyroid cancer.

Limitations of the study

Despite the promising nature of these results, there are several limitations in this study that need

further investigation. Although the overexpression of ICAM1 in thyroid cancer was initially determined,

the biological mechanism of ICAM1 overexpression has yet been elucidated in this study. In addition,

preclinical studies including pharmacokinetics, dosage optimization, and biosafety of ICAM1-ADCs

could provide more crucial information for its clinical translation. The patient-derived xenograft

(PDX) model should be helpful to evaluate the treatment efficacy of ICAM1-ADC to heterogeneous

thyroid cancer.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be contacted directly to and will be

fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Peng Guo (guopeng@ucas.ac.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

d All bioinformatic data sets used in this manuscript were obtained from publicly accessible GEO dataset

and TCGA dataset as indicated in the method details.

dThis paper does not report original code.

dAny additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead

contact upon request.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

PE Mouse monoclonal anti-CD54 BioLegend Cat#353106; RRID:AB_10897647

Mouse monoclonal purified anti- CD54 BioLegend Cat#322702; RRID:AB_535974

PE Mouse IgG BioLegend Cat#400114;PRID: AB_10002181

Rabbit monoclonal anti-CD54 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# HPA004877; RRID:AB_1846317

Critical commercial assays

CCK8 APExBIO Cat#K1018

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: BCPAP Cell Culture Collection of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China)

SCSP-543; Female; Braf V600E mutation; PTC cell line

Human: IHH4 JCRB JCRB1079; Male; Braf V600E mutation; PTC cell line

Human: TPC1 ATCC Female; Braf wild type; PTC cell line

Human: TCO-1 JCRB JCRB0239; Sex NA; Braf wild type; ATC cell line

Human: 8505C Cell Culture Collection of the Chinese

Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China)

SCSP-540; Female; Braf V600E mutation; ATC cell line

Human: ASH3 JCRB JCRB1073; Female; Braf wild type; ATC cell line

Human:293T ATCC CRL-3216; Sex NA; Kidney epithelial cells

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

BALB/c Nude mice Kawensi biotech Co., Ltd N/A

Software and algorithms

Adobe Illustrator 2020 Adobe https://www.adobe.com/

Adobe Photoshop 2020 Adobe https://www.adobe.com/

GraphPad Prism 7.0 GraphPad http://www.graphpad-prism.cn/?c=i&a=prism

SPSS 20.0 IBM https://spss.en.softonic.com/

Other

Thyroid tissue microarrays OUTDO Biotech N/A
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Human thyroid cancer cell lines BCPAP and 8505C were obtained from the Cell Culture Collection of the

Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). Human thyroid cancer cell lines IHH4, TCO-1 and ASH3

were obtained from the Japanese Collection of Research Bioresources (JCRB) Cell Bank. Human thyroid

cancer cell line TPC1 and normal human embryonic kidney 293T cells were obtained from American

Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA). TCO-1, 8505C and TPC1 were cultured in DMEM. IHH4,

BCPAP and HEK 293T were cultured in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640. ASH-3 was cultured

in DMEM and RPMI-1640 (1:1), with all recommended supplements, respectively. All cells were maintained

at 37�C in a humidified incubator with 5% (vol/vol) CO2.

METHOD DETAILS

Immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining

IHC staining was conducted on paraffin-embedded human PTC, ATC and normal thyroid TMA purchased

from OUTDO Biotech (Shanghai, China) for ICAM1 expression. The TMA involved 6 ATCs, 74 PTCs and 74

normal thyroid tissues. IHC staining of TMA was performed using a two-step method. After heat-induced

antigen retrieval, the TMA was incubated with primary anti-ICAM1 antibody (1:1000; AB 1846317, Sigma-

Aldrich) for 30 minutes at room temperature, followed by incubation with a matched secondary antibody

for 30 minutes. The individual tissue cores in the TMA were scored by a pathologist, who was blinded to

sample identity information, for no staining (0+), weak staining (1+), moderate staining (2+), or strong stain-

ing (3+). Each intensity category was scored as a percentage of tumor cells, which ranged from 0 to 100, so

that the sum of the percentages adds up to 100. The percentage score was then multiplied by its intensity

category to obtain a final ‘‘hybrid (H) score,’’, which ranged from 0 to 300.

Evaluating cell surface ICAM1 expression and its internalization

Cell surface ICAM1 expression levels were measured using Beckman Coulter’s CytoFLEX LX Flow Cytom-

eter as previously reported.14,25,38 Briefly, 106 cells were collected and rinsed twice via suspension–spin cy-

cles with cold PBS and blocked with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 30 min in an ice bath. After BSA

blockage, cells were incubated with ICAM1 antibodies (Cat 353106, BioLegend, San Diego, CA) for 1

hour at room temperature. Stained cells were rinsed with a PBS buffer containing 1% BSA three times, re-

suspended in PBS for flow cytometry. As previously reported by us, the quantum simply cellular microbeads

kit (Bangs Laboratories, IN, USA) was applied to quantify the cell surface expression of ICAM1 on various

cancer cell lines.25

In the internalization experiment, 106 cells were first incubated with unconjugated mouse anti-human

ICAM1 antibodies (Cat 322702, BioLegend, San Diego, CA) for 30min in an ice bath. The stained cells

were rinsed with a PBS buffer containing 1% BSA and resuspended in PBS. The primary ICAM1 antibodies

bound on cell membranes were allowed to be internalized for different time points (0min, 30 min, 60min,

120min, 240min). A secondary PE-conjugated rat anti-mouse IgG (BioLegend, San Diego, CA) was

added to the stained cell for 30min and then rinsed by PBS, fixed by paraformaldehyde (4%) for flow cytom-

etry. The internalization efficiency was calculated by an established formula (1-mean cell fluorescence in-

tensity (t=incubation time)/mean cell fluorescent intensity(t=0min))3100%.39,40 The internalization curve

was generated by internalization efficiency at different time points.

Immunofluorescent staining

PE conjugated ICAM1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-107) was incubated with thyroid cancer cells

at 37 �C for 45min, then washed with cold PBS, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and blocked by 1% BSA,

and analyzed by confocal microscopy. For internalization experiments, cancer cells were incubated with

PE conjugated ICAM1 antibody for different time points (0min, 30min, 60min, 120min, 240min), then

processed and analyzed as described above. Cell nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33258 in PBS

for 10 minutes at room temperature. The stained cells were visualized by using a fluorescence microscope

(Nikon A1 HD25; Nikon, Japan).

Preparation and characterization of antibody–drug conjugates

The payloads of the two ICAM1-ADCs were Monomethyl auristatin E(MMAE) and deruxtecan (DXd)

respectively. I1-MMAE and I1-DXd were prepared (GLP grade) by MabPlex (Yantai, China) via

covalently conjugated ICAM1 antibody (R6.5c, GeneScript) with ADC linker and payload combinations
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(MC-VC-PAB-MMAE or MC-GGFG-DXd).41 The DAR of I1-MMAE and I1-DXd was measured by using hy-

drophobic interaction chromatography.

Cell cytotoxicity of ADCs

Human thyroid cancer cells were seeded in a 96-well plate at a density of 3000 cells per well overnight.

The cell culture medium was replaced with the medium containing either chemo drugs (maximum concen-

tration: 117.11 mmol/L) or ICAM1-ADCs at serial diluted concentrations (maximum concentration:

0.67 mmol/L). After 96h, cell cytotoxicity was determined by using a CCK-8 kit (KeyGEN Biotech, China)

following the manufacturer’s protocol. The absorbance at 450 nm was measured with an ELISA browser

(Bio-Tek EL 800, USA). The experiments were repeated three times.

Bioinformatics analysis

The gene expression datasets were obtained from GEO (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo) to study the

expression profiles of thyroid cancer. The inclusion criteria for the gene expression datasets were as fol-

lows: (a) samples containing thyroid cancer and normal thyroid tissues, (b) Homo sapiens as the organism.

Based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria, three datasets GSE3467, GSE33630 and GSE50901 were

selected for PTC. Three datasets GSE33630, GSE53072 and GSE65144 were selected for ATC.

For analysis of PTC, GSE3467 consisted 9 PTC and 9 normal thyroid samples, GSE33630 consisted 49 PTC

and 45 normal thyroid samples, GSE50901 consisted 61 PTC and 4 normal thyroid samples. For analysis of

ATC, GSE33630 consists of 11 ATC and 45 normal thyroid samples, GSE53072 consists of 5 ATC and 4

normal thyroid samples, GSE65144 consisted 12 ATC and 13 normal thyroid samples.

The GEO online tool GEOR2 was used to find the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between thyroid

cancer and normal thyroid tissue. Adjusted P-value (Adj.P) < 0.05 and |log2 fold-change (FC)| > 1.8 were

used as thresholds for DEG identification. The protein-protein interaction (PPI) analysis of the identified

DEGs was performed according to the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes (STRING; version

11.0, URL: https://string-db.org/) database and visualized using Cytoscape (version 3.7.1, https://

cytoscape.org/download.html). Subsequently, the Cytoscape plug-in, cytohubba (version 0.1, URL: apps.-

cytoscape.org/apps/cytohubba), was used for hub gene identification. Hub genes were selected from the

intersection of the top 10 genes calculated using 12 different topological analysis methods.

Data from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA; https://cancergenome.nih.gov/) was used as an external vali-

dation dataset. The expression level of ICAM1 and follow-up clinical information of thyroid cancer patients

were obtained from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database. The analyses were performed at the

GEPIA (Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis, http://gepia.cancer-pku.cn/) platform and ULCAN

(The University of ALabama at Birmingham CANcer data analysis Portal, http://ualcan.path.uab.edu/

index.html) platform.42,43

In vivo tumor targeting and biodistribution

All animal studies were performed according to the protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care

and Use Committee (IACUC) of Zhejiang Cancer Hospital.

BALB/C nudemice (female, 4-6 weeks) were used establish subcutaneous PTC or ATCmouse tumormodel.

Mice were anesthetized by isoflurane, and 3 3 106 8505C (ATC) or IHH4 (PTC) cells mixed with growth fac-

tor-reduced matrigel (BD Biosciences) (1:1) were subcutaneously injected into the right flank of mice. The

tumor-bearing mice were randomized into two groups (n=3 per group) and were intravenously injected

IgG-Cy5.5 or ICAM1-MMAE-Cy5.5 at a dosage of 5mg/kg mouse weight. At 48h post injection, in vivo

NIR fluorescence imaging was performed using an IVIS Lumina III imaging system (Caliper, Hopkinton,

MA, USA). After in vivo NIR imaging, mice were sacrificed and their excised organs (brain, heart, liver,

lung, kidney, spleen, and tumor) was re-measured using the IVIS Lumina III system.

Synthesis of MRI probe ICAM1-Gd

Two MRI probes (IgG-DTPA-Gd and ICAM1-DTPA-Gd) were prepared.15,44 Briefly, the ICAM1 antibody

(R6.5c, GeneScript) or IgG (AG-0052, Beijing Dingguo Changsheng Biotech, Co., Ltd., China) and

DTPAA (2:1, mol/mol) was slowly added to NaHCO3 solution (pH 9.0, 0.1 M), and the mixture was rotated
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for 24h at room temperature overnight. The reaction mixture was then dialyzed against ddH2O [molecular

weight cut-off (MwCo) 3500] for 24h and the purified ICAM1-DTPA and IgG-DTPA were obtained. The

ICAM1-DTPA or IgG-DTPA and GdCl3.6H2O were mixed in 0.1 M citrate buffer (pH 6.5) for 24h at a molar

ratio of 1:1. The reaction liquid was dialyzed (MwCo 3500) for 24 h, and the water was changed every 3 h.

The purified ICAM1-DTPA-Gd and IgG-DTPA-Gd were lyophilized to a powder and stored for subsequent

use. The MRI experiments were performed by the Bruker Biospec (7.0 T) small animal MR system

(BrukerBioSpin MRI, Ettlingen, Germany) using T2WI and T1WI sequences.15

In vivo efficacy of ICAM1 ADCs

The subcutaneous mouse tumor model was established as described above. Then the tumor-bearing mice

were randomly divided into 5 groups (nR5 per group) and received treatment of PBS, paclitaxel, ICAM1

antibody, I1-MMAE or I1- DXd at an equivalent dosage of 5 mg/kg per week via tail vein injection. Tumor

growth was monitored twice weekly by two-dimensional measurements using a vernier caliper. Three times

per week, the weight and size of the tumor were monitored. Animals were also monitored closely for signs

of discomfort or pain. Tumor volume was estimated according to the formula: tumor volume (mm3) = tumor

width23 tumor length30.5. Animals were euthanized at the end of the study, or when tumors reached

1500 mm3.

Blood chemistry and histology analysis

Themajor organ from different groups were embedded in paraffin, cut into 4-mm-thick sections and stained

with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Subsequently, bright-field images of the H&E-stained tissues were taken

using SlideView VS200 (Olympus, Japan) for histological examination. The serum levels of alanine amino-

transferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alkaline phosphatase (ALP), total bilirubin (TB), blood

concentration of creatinine (BUN) and creatinine (Cre) were determined with biochemical analyzer Hitachi-

7180 (Hitachi, Yokohama, Japan).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantitative data are presented as means G SD. Two-tailed Student’s t test was applied when comparing

two means. When comparing more than twomeans, ANOVA was used for multiple comparisons. Statistical

analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics version 20.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA) or Prism 9.0 (Graph

Pad Software Inc.). P values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
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